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A division of Honda Motor Europe Ltd. No. 857969 Registered in England and Wales

These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is
supplied or offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their
specifications, including colours, with or without notice and at such times in 
such manner as they think fit. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. 
Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained
in this brochure. This publication shall not constitute in any circumstances
whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person. All sales are made by the
Distributor or Dealer concerned subject to and with the benefit of the standard
Conditions of Sale and Warranty given by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of
which may be obtained from him on request. This publicity material applies to the
UK only Trade Descriptions Act (1968). Whilst efforts are made to ensure
specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in
advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect
either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a
particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details
with the supplying Dealer especially if your model selection is dependent upon one
of the features advertised.

The New Honda St ream



Few things in life are as seductive and exciting as a new car. The moment you see it, your imagination will run as far as the

open road ahead, and beyond to what’s over the horizon. From dreams to reality is our purpose and our promise, inspiring

every car we design and build. We invite you to discover the new Stream - and experience the power of dreams for yourself.



There’s an invitation in every line and curve,

something hypnotic in it’s flawless symmetry.

It mesmerises, draws you irresistibly closer.

But it’s when you take the Stream on the road

that the seduction is completed.

Stream combines sports-coupé performance

and handling with estate-car space and flexibility.

It’s the definitive sports activity vehicle that adapts

effortlessly to your lifestyle - a serious driver’s

car with a new and unique dimension.

Stream seduction





pure performance

An easy right-hander, slightly uphill, clear road

ahead. No need to brake, but Stream’s all-round

discs with ABS and EBD are reassuring anyway.

Your hand lightly grips the facia-mounted

gearshift. Flick down, and feel the 2.0-litre

i-VTEC engine push you back in your seat as the

revs soar.

F1-inspired suspension holds the road as though

you’re on rails. Nail the apex, then the engine

kicks again as you power through the exit, hungry

for the next one. 

Relish every second on the road with Stream’s

superlative engines and exhilarating handling.

The power to excite. The power to perform.



With its many unique design features, including

flat floor and innovative storage spaces, the

Stream will suit the discerning, ambitious

driving enthusiast. 

room with a view

Spacious, luxuriously-appointed accommodation

in relaxing surroundings, offering panoramic views

in all directions. Superbly equipped, with air-

conditioning and seating for seven adults, the

Stream is finished in a clean, contemporary style.



give yourself space

Getting away from it all needn’t mean leaving

everything behind. 

Wherever you’re going, whoever - or whatever -

you’re taking along for the ride, Stream’s

seven seats fold and flatten, creating huge,

flexible load space that extends and expands

to accommodate.

Short hop or long haul, you’ll find room for

everything - except improvement.



a driver’s delight



a passion for detail

Come closer. Now just look. Take your time.

We did.

Our attention to detail borders on obsession.

Ninety-nine percent right won’t do - for that

one percent, we’ll go back and start again. 

It’s painstaking work, but, like you, we won’t

settle for anything less than perfection.

Savour the immaculate fit and finish of every

panel, the solid refinement of the interior, and

the reassuring sense of everything looking,

working and feeling exactly as it should.

Share our passion. 



Every aspect of Stream’s design has safety,

as well as style, as its inspiration. The unique

triple-deck headlamps throw light further and

wider for improved visibility ahead and to the side.

The long, high-mounted brake-lights framing the

rear window are easier for other drivers to see

- and give them more time to react.

Under the smooth bodyshell, Stream’s rigid safety

cage incorporates side-impact protection beams,

twin front airbags and side airbags as standard.

Stream. Design that defies convention, safety

without compromise - everything that Honda

stands for.

good looks with good sense



future machines with a uniquely human dimension.

This unparalleled experience inspires every

engine we design and build. For the new

Stream, we dreamed of creating something

special. Now you can enjoy the reality.

The brand-new 2.0-litre i-VTEC engine boasts

16 valves and fuel-injection, and develops a

potent 156 PS in the Stream. Engine and

exhaust components directly derived from our

F1 cars cut noise and vibration, and reduce

friction to make your Stream quieter, smoother

and more fuel-efficient.

Drive the new Stream. Experience the power

of dreams.

making a world of difference

The engine is the heart of any car. As the world’s

largest engine manufacturer, we’ve spent over

50 years turning dreams into reality in the world’s

toughest competitive arenas - and developing

technology we then apply directly in our

production cars. It’s a commitment to innovation

and excellence that’s brought us seven Formula

One Constructors’ titles, and victory in the 2000

World Superbike Championship.

But our successes aren’t confined to the

racetrack. Our engines are the power behind

Honda Formula 4-Stroke, widely regarded as

the world’s leading one-make powerboat series.

You’ll even find Honda engines in the air, where

strength, performance and reliability are put to

the severest test.

We’re also world leaders in robot technology.

Our latest creation is ASIMO (Advanced Step

in Innovative Mobility), which walks, responds to

movement and performs a wide range of tasks.

Through this work, we’re finding new ways to

integrate technology into everyday life, and create



At Honda, we consider the wide spread effects of our actions.

The time is now

Man has left a huge environmental footprint

on the planet. The build up of greenhouse

gases has resulted in global warming, changing

ecosystems and climates worldwide. Fossil fuel

resources are rapidly depleting, yet they remain

our principle source of energy requirements.

Low level ozone formed directly as a result of

exhaust emissions is polluting our cities and

damaging our health.

Honda is committed to the preservation of the

environment today, and for generations to come.

We always consider environmental effects during

development, production and disposal.

Environmental awareness is inherent at Honda

and has been for many years. We do more than

have a policy - we practice what we preach.

actions speak louder than words At our Swindon plant ;

• We use water-borne paints to reduce

solvent emissions.

• We have invested £1.5m in an on-site

treatment plant that handles process water.

• Our manufacturing emission controls

exceed current and future environmental

legislation.

• We landscape our factories to minimise

visual impact. At one site, this involved the

planting of 60,000 trees.

• We now use 20% less energy than before 

to produce each car.

• Honda of the UK Manufacturing and 

Honda Logistics Centre ensure continuous

environmental improvement in line with 

ISO 14001 standards.

Honda’s commitment to the environment is

reflected not only in our designs for tomorrow,

but also in our products available today.

For example:

• We are the first company to produce an entire

range of outboard motors that not only meet

the Environment Protection Agency’s (EPA)

2006 standards, but are 90% cleaner than

required.

• Honda’s Insight hybrid car has the lowest

fuel consumption ever for a combined petrol

and electric engine and is described as “the

cleanest car on the road in the UK”.

• We have recently announced company-wide

targets for fuel consumption and exhaust gas

emissions for all our motorcycle products to

be achieved by 2005. For example, the fuel

efficiency for our motorcycles will be improved

by 30% whilst reducing emissions by

approximately one third. Honda also plans

the introduction of programmed fuel

injection in 50cc two wheelers, as well as

the larger capacity motorcycles, alongside

the elimination of two-stroke engines over

the next few years.

• Our aluminium engine is a standard feature 

in our cars to reduce vehicle weight, making

them more efficient with less emissions.

Honda may be a global corporation, but our

actions also take into consideration the local

environmental problems. That’s why we have

invested years of research and development to

make sure our activities have a minimal impact

on the environment. Honda’s attention to detail

ensures a clean and efficient process, from

start to finish.
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† Fuel consumption.
This brochure contains the results of the official new fuel consumption test which 
adheres to the EC directive 1999/100/EC. This test is designed to give results that are 
more representative of actual on-road fuel consumption.
NB. The figures shown in this leaflet are primarily for comparison and will not necessarily
be the same as the fuel consumption actually achieved on the road.
Please note that when accessories are fitted to a vehicle fuel consumption and CO2

figures may differ from those quoted.

* Maximum towing weights are based on the ability of the car, with two occupants of 
75kg each, to restart on a 12% gradient at sea level. At altitudes in excess of 1500 metres,
engine output may drop with a reduction in towing capability. Extra weight, such as
additional passengers or luggage, should also be deducted from the maximum towing
weight.

** For further information please refer to “Your Choice In Car Entertainment” brochure.

1.7 VTEC SE 2.0 i-VTEC SE Sport
Engines
Engine type 1.7 SOHC VTEC 2.0 DOHC i-VTEC
Displacement (cc) 1668 1998
Max power (PS @ rpm) 125 @ 6,300 156 @ 6,500
Max torque (Nm @ rpm) 154 @ 4,800 192 @ 4,000
Transmission
5-speed manual • •
5-speed sequential shift (auto) - o
Performance (man/SS)
Maximum speed (mph) 118 127/124
Acceleration 0-62 mph (sec’s) 11.1 9.4/11.2
Fuel Consumption - (man/SS)†

Urban mpg 28.5 25.0/22.2
l/100km 9.9 11.3/12.7

Extra urban mpg 43.5 40.4/39.8
l/100km 6.5 7.0/7.1

Combined mpg 36.7 32.8/31.0
l/100km 7.7 8.6/9.1

CO2 emission (g/km) 183 203/216
Weights and Towing Data (man/SS)*
Kerb weight (kg) 1406 1439/1465
Max towing weight with brakes (kg) 1200 1400/1100
Max towing weight without brakes (kg) 530 530
Fuel tank capacity (litres) 55 55
Boot capacity (litres)
Third row seats up 158 158
Third row seats down 435 435
Wheels and tyres
Wheel size 15x16JJ 15x16JJ
Tyres 195/65R15 195/65R15
15” alloy wheels • •
Full size spare wheel • •
Instruments and controls
Digital clock (built into audio system) • •
Digital odometer (A/B trip) • •
Headlamp on reminder buzzer • •
Internally adjustable headlights • •
Outside temperature gauge (built into odometer) - •
Low fuel warning light • •
Remote fuel filler release • •
Tachometer • •
Safety
6x3 point seat belts • •
Second row centre lap belt • •
Dual SRS airbags • •
Front side airbags • •
Electronic Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) with
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution • •
Emergency Brake Assist • •
Front seat belt pre-tensioners • •
Head restraints • •
ISOFIX childseat restraint system • •
Headlight washers - •
High level rear brake light • •
Rear windscreen wiper • •
Advanced toe control link front suspension • •
Reactive link double wishbone rear suspension • •
Ventilated front disc brakes • •
Rear disc brakes • •
Security
Alarm system (perimeter only) • •
ECU engine immobiliser (rolling code) • •
Honda Super Locks (Deadlocks) • •
Locking wheel nuts • •
Remote keyless entry • •
Visible VIN • •
Tonneau cover • •

1.7 VTEC SE 2.0 i-VTEC SE Sport
Exterior
Body coloured bumpers • •
Body coloured door handles - •
Body coloured door mirrors • •
Tailgate release handle • •
Electric tilt and slide sunroof • •
Front fog lights ∆ •
Heat absorbing tinted windows • •
Roof mounted aerial • •
Comfort and convenience
Air conditioning • -
Automatic air conditioning with rear cooler - •
Leather steering wheel ∆ •
Leather gear knob ∆ •
Carbon console insert • •
Central door locking • •
Driver/passenger vanity mirror with lid • •
Driver’s foot rest • •
Front cupholders • •
Front and rear bottle holders • •
Front map lights • •
Rear interior light (second row seats) • •
Rear interior light (third row seats) • •
Boot lights • •
Front passenger seat undertray • •
Lockable glovebox • •
Luggage tie down hooks • •
Driver/passenger seatback pockets • •
Pollen filter • •
Power door mirrors • •
Heated door mirrors • •
Power front windows (driver’s auto up/down) • •
Power rear windows • •
Power assisted steering • •
Tilt adjustable steering wheel • •
Seating
60:40 Split folding second row seats • •
Flat folding third row seats • •
Driver’s seat armrest • •
Driver’s seat adjustment • •
Second row seat armrest • •
In Car Entertainment**
High-Security Radio Cassette Stereo • •
Front door speakers • •
Front tweeters ∆ •
Rear speakers • •

specification

Picture used is 2.0 i-VTEC SE Sport

Key • Standard  o Factory fit option ∆ Optional equipment - Not available



a perfect finish

Nighthawk Black Pearl Eternal Blue Pearl Firepepper Red Pearl

1.7 VTEC SE 2.0 i-VTEC SE Sport

Nighthawk Black Pearl

Eternal Blue Pearl

Firepepper Red Pearl

Islander Green Metallic

Satin Silver Metallic

Taffeta White

A1 A2

A2

A2

A2

A2

A2

A1

A1

A1

A1

A1

A1 Blue fabric

Inside, high-quality, hard-wearing fabrics create

a complete co-ordinated look to express your

sense of style.

An inspiring range of striking colours, carefully selected to show off the

Stream’s bold, seductive lines to full advantage. The deep, lustrous

finish is achieved using our pioneering water-based paints, completing 

a 13-stage anti-corrosion process that protects both your new Stream

and the environment.

A2 Grey fabric

Islander Green Metallic Satin Silver Metallic Taffeta White



accessories

Stamp your unique style and personality on your

new Stream with our exclusive range of genuine

Honda accessories. 

There’s everything you need to add those

essential design details inside and out, upgrade

your in-car entertainment, or extend the Stream’s

load-carrying capabilities. All designed and

manufactured to the same stringent standards

as the Stream itself - and all backed by the same

3 year/90,000-mile warranty.

Rear Bumper Loading Strip

Protects and guards rear bumper from

wear and tear

Front Fog Light Kit

Designed to fit into the recess

of the front bumper, blending

perfectly with the front end

styling whilst increasing driving

visibility in poor conditions

Rear Spoiler

Sporting looks with a rear brake light helps

reduce rear screen dirt accumulation as well

as motorway speed stability

Centre Dash Trim

Available in Blue Marl or wood effect with leather steering wheel (as shown above) - 

enhances the aesthetics of your Stream, providing a stylish classic look to the interior

Front Mini Table / Cup Holder

15” Spoke Alloy Wheel 15” 5 Split Spoke

Alloy Wheel

Snowboard and Ski Attachment

Up to three pairs of skis or a combination

can be fitted

Surfboard / Windsurfer and Mast

Attachments

New Roof Storage Boxes

350l Top Box, 320l Roof Box (as shown), or

a 320l Ski Box



Since we began in the UK over 35 years ago

we’ve never stopped investing, not just in

machines, in bricks and in mortar, but in people.

Each and every associate (not, you’ll note,

employee) contributes to the making of cars

that experts rate as second to none. Each has

an equal right to make comments, changes and

suggestions to create cars that are unequalled. 

We believe that it takes the best people to build

the best cars. We hold the same beliefs when

it comes to the technology, we even build some

of the machines that build our cars.

working together



what owning a Honda 
means to you 

Buying a new car is more than just a business

transaction. It’s the start of a relationship that’s

going to be a big part of your life. 

What makes us different is that we never forget

who’s most important in this relationship. You.

Our dealers will help you choose the Honda that’s

right for you, providing advice and reassurance

at every stage. Our service engineers are among

the most highly-trained in the business, helping

you to enjoy years of safe, trouble-free motoring

- and we guarantee every new Honda with a

no-quibble 3 year/90,000-mile warranty for real

peace of mind. We see things your way.

You’ll notice the difference.



Looking after you is second nature to Honda
It begins with building a quality car. It helps with the purchase of your Honda. It continues with

customer satisfaction and, of course, it looks after you in every aspect, every day, all year round.

Honda Finance

There are many ways

in which Honda

Finance can help you

drive away a new

Honda. We have a

range of finance

facilities that can be

tailored to your exact

requirements on both

new and used cars.

We can meet your

needs with a choice

of deposits, periods,

guaranteed future

values, repayments

and the option to

protect your

payments with

Honda Finance

Payment Protector.

Written quotations

available from your

local dealer. 

All applications for

credit are subject to

status. Indemnities

may be required.

Delivery

We understand that

taking delivery of your

new vehicle should

be a special occasion.

Therefore, we ensure

you are completely

familiar with your new

car and the range of

services provided by

your Honda dealer,

before you drive away.

Your car will have

undergone an

extensive 104 point 

pre-delivery inspection

check plus a 12 point

quality control check,

and we ensure

that all the finance

documents (if

applicable), insurance

certificates and road

fund licence are in

order for the day you

collect your car.

Warranties

Your vehicle is

covered by the three

Honda warranties:

1. A 3-year, 90,000

mile mechanical

warranty covers

your Honda

against defects 

in materials or

workmanship.

2. A 3-year surface

corrosion warranty

guarantees the

paintwork of your

car against defects

in materials or

workmanship.

3. A 6-year rust

through corrosion

warranty covers 

the body panels 

and structural

parts of your car

against perforation

caused by

corrosion from 

the inside out

(excluding the

exhaust system

and catalytic

converter).

Honda Bodyshop

The Honda

Bodyshop

Programme

guarantees service

and quality. Don’t

forget, only one

estimate is required

and the choice of

repairer is yours.

The Honda Accident

Helpline 0845 200

8000 will assist in the

recovery of your

vehicle or advise you

of the location of your

nearest Honda

Approved Bodyshop.

This service is

complimentary.

Hondacare

Assistance

Every new Honda 

comes with 3 years 

free membership of

Hondacare

Assistance - a

motoring assistance

programme run in

conjunction with the

AA. (Chosen because

of the AA’s unrivalled

experience and

resources in caring 

for motorists.)

Any driver who is 

legally entitled to

drive your Honda

may take advantage

of the cover, whether

the vehicle is at

home, on the road, 

or even in Europe.

Hondacare

Assistance includes:

Roadside Assistance,

Home Start, Relay,

Relay Plus, Message

Service and

European Cover.

Hondacare

Insurance

The Hondacare

Insurance scheme

has been specially

designed so that

Honda owners receive

beneficial insurance

cover - at competitive

rates. To find out

more, contact your

authorised dealer or

call 0845 200 8000

for a quote.

Hondacare

Extended

Warranty

Your new Honda 

is covered by a 

3-year/90,000 mile

manufacturer’s

warranty, but if you

plan to keep your 

car for longer than 

3 years this cover

can be extended for

up to 3 more years

on an Extended

Warranty programme.

To find out more

contact your

authorised dealer 

or call Hondacare

Extended Warranty

on 01992 653399.

Hondacare Budget

Service Plan

Your Honda deserves

the highest level of

aftersales care and

attention, expertise

that only a Honda

dealer can provide.

Spreading the cost 

of servicing and

repairs by a fixed

monthly pre-payment

plan over an agreed

period, makes it

easier for you 

to budget your

service costs. 

Budget Service Plan

is available for both

new and used cars*,

for private and

business users.

Ask your Honda

dealer for details on

Hondacare Budget

Service Plan.

(*Applies to Honda

cars registered on 

or after 1st January

1994.)

Honda Approved

Used Cars

Every Honda

Approved Used 

Car, whatever the

make, undergoes 

a comprehensive

inspection process,

approved and

independently

monitored by the AA.

Additionally, we check

the car’s history to

verify the mileage and

ensure there is no

outstanding finance,

as well as checking

the Condition Alert

Register, Police

National Register 

and the DVLA.

For extra peace of

mind we include a

minimum 12 months

Hondacare

Comprehensive

Warranty and a 30

day exchange plan.

Phone the Honda

Contact Centre on

0845 200 8000 for

your local Honda

Approved Used 

Car dealer.


